
AMERICAN CAR CRAFT INSTRUCTIONS 

GRAND SPORT LASER MESH 6PC SIDE VENT GRILLES( BLACK STEALTH) 

PART # 042095 

Parts Included: 

6x Stainless Grills 

2xAdhesive Promoter Packs 

2x Chrome Vinyl Strips Molding (optional) 

 

1. Remove the retainers securing the Z06 style mud guard from the fender. You can do this by pulling the center nail out 

from the black plastic base of the retainer releasing it from the inner wheel well. Then pull the mud guard free from the 

fender this part of the mud guard is snapped in and need only be pulled to unsnap it. There is a small plastic hook at the 

top so after it is unsnapped simply pull it downward to release it. There is also on retainer attached to the underside of 

the fender area you will need to release this one as well.  

2. Now that the mud guard has been removed you will notice two 9/32 body screws just under the fender. Remove 

these two screws and this will release the entire fender from the car allowing you to reach in and release the inner 

fender vent shield. This shield is just a simple plastic cover stuck to the inner fender wall and can simply be separated by 

hand, allowing you full access to the inner side of the fender vent openings.  With the newly acquired access you can 

now thoroughly scrub clean the inner fender with alcohol to remove any road grime and dirt. Then swipe this area with 

the adhesive promoter provided. PLEASE NOTE: This chemical is not a cleaner but a very vital component that will insure 

that these peel and stick application will hold long term and must be used.   

3. Each of the grand sport fender vent grills that will come to you are formed however it is essential that you further the 

shape and form to match the opening exactly in order to achieve the best end look and long term bond. Each of the grills 

has been designed to allow you to do this using your fingers or if you prefer a common plier to adjust each of the tapes 

so that they conform to the fenders inner contours.  Once you have achieved a nice contour and shape with no gaps 

simply peel the red release liner from the grills attachment tape and then carefully set them into position pressing firmly 

against the outside as well as the inside to achieve a nice complete bond. Once you have set the grill simply follow a 

reverse procedure to reassemble the wheel well and mudguard as well as the fender.  

It is important to know the each of the grand sport grills will come to you looking like the top area is unfinished and 

may even appear defective. This is the design of the grill and will look just fine once it has been properly installed.  

You have been supplied with two lengths of chrome trim (Optional) This trim has been supplied to be placed at the 
outer edge of the vent opening to add a nice finished appearance. Simply clean the vent ridge with household rubbing 
alcohol then swipe with the adhesive promoter provided. Once preparation is complete simply peel the red release 
liner from the precut trim and set in place. Press firmly to set. 
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